Educational Article #1 - due Monday, January 22nd
Jan 8 at 1:03pm

Use 250-300 words only. Keep your post very specific to the content of the article (do not write in generalities), and offer up the most important information while still staying concise:

HEADER (centered):
Name the Educational Issue/overarching topic of your article (Positive Classroom Management, Using Technology in the Classroom, Educating Second Language Learners, etc)

Name the professional resource and date of publication (name of journal, book, on-line resource)?

BODY:
Give the most interesting and compelling points made in the article, and the implications for you as a teacher.

1) Use specific examples when talking about the implications for you as a teacher.
2) Include specific teaching pedagogy language when talking about teaching, and
3) Use italics each time you use a teaching pedagogy term in your write-up.

This section should be 75-80% of your write up.

CONCLUSION:
How does this article relate to, or not relate to, your passions and your calling as an educator? You must mention your own passions and calling as an educator in order to show the relation. This section should be 20-25% of your write up.

IMPORTANT: use italics each time you use a teaching pedagogy term in your write-up.

-----------------------
And finally, please respond to a few classmate with your thoughts about the educational issue they wrote about by Wednesday, Jan 24th. You must ADD to the conversation, not just affirm what the person said.

Please follow the guidelines, complete it on time, and respond to other's posts. This is a CR/NC assignment.